PROGRAM ERRATA

1. **IMR Best Paper in International Marketing (page 17)**
   The presentation of the paper as well as the presentation of the award will take place at Session 1.5.3, July 1, 4:05-5:20pm, in Room N.1-3, not on June 1 and June 3 as indicated on this page (misprint).

2. **Temple/AIB Best Paper Award Nominees (page 17)**
   The paper titled "Antecedents of Variations in Knowledge Flows Across Inter-Unit Dyads Within the Large Multinational Corporation" by Antoaneta Petkova, San Francisco State University and Anil K. Gupta, University of Maryland was withdrawn from the conference and is thus ineligible for the award.

3. **AIB Pedagogy Sessions Announcement (pg. 24)**
   The two "Using Simulations to Teach IB" sessions (number 5 on the list) are scheduled for Wednesday, July 2 — 2:20pm – 3:35pm and 4:05pm – 5:20pm, not on July 1 as indicated on this page (misprint).

4. **Session 0.2 (pg. 31);**
   Facilitator Withdrawal: Heather Berry, University of Pennsylvania

5. **Session 1.1.2 (pg. 32);**
   **Paper Addition:** "Top Management Team Nationality Diversity and Firm Performance: A Multilevel Exploration of the Moderating Effects of Team, Organizational and Industry Characteristics" by Sabina Nielsen, Copenhagen Business School (late author registration)
   **Paper Rescheduled:** "Examining the Client- Following Process of Service Industries Entering Emerging Markets: The Case of Architectural Design Firms" by Janine King, Florida International University and Galen Kroeck, Florida International University (moved from session 3.1.14)

6. **Session 1.1.9 (pg. 35);**
   **Paper Rescheduled:** "International Business Research Productivity: Examining Causes and Updating University Ranks" by Tomasz Lenartowicz, Florida Atlantic University and James P. Johnson, Rollins College (moved from session 3.4.1)

7. **Session 1.2.3 (pg. 36);**
   **Paper Withdrawal:** "Divestment and Firm Exit, Survival and Growth Strategies" by Heather Berry, University of Pennsylvania

8. **Session 1.3.1 (pg. 39);**
   This session was printed incorrectly in the program as several presenters were left out (misprint). AIB apologizes for the inconvenience. The presentations should have been listed as follows:

   - **Risk as a Core Competence**
     Donald R. Lessard, MIT and Rafel Luca, George Washington University

   - **Interfaces and Interactions in the Theory of the MNE**
     Anju Seth, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Tallan Chi, University of Kansas

   - **Can you Buy Foreign Experience? Comparing the Mechanisms of Reducing Liability of Foreignness in Cross-Border Acquisitions**
     Protiti Dastidar, George Washington University and Sri Zaheer, University of Minnesota

   - **Does the Shadow of Political Risk Fall on Asset Prices? Oily Evidence**
     Reid Click, George Washington University
     Robert J. Weiner, George Washington University

   - **Is Corruption a Tax on Innovation?**
     Meghana Ayyagari, School of Business, George Washington University

9. **Session 1.3.5 (pg. 39);**
   **Session Chair Withdrawal:** Nigel Driffield, Aston University

10. **Session 1.4.1 (pg. 42);**
    **Panelist Withdrawal:** Howard Perlmutter, University of Pennsylvania

11. **Session 1.4.5 (pg. 42);**
    **Paper Withdrawal:** "The Moderating Impact of Succession Origin on Strategic Persistence: Are there any Differences between Large Firms and SMEs?" by H.Jim Lo, National Taiwan University

12. **Session 1.4.6 (pg. 43);**
    **Paper Withdrawal:** The Momentum Impact on Strategic Persistence: The Moderating Effect of CEO Leadership Origin" by Chengli Tien, National Taiwan University and Carlos H. Chiu, Carlos-Marc Empire Capital Group
13. **Session 2.1.P (pg. 50):**
The sequence of presentations in this session was printed incorrectly in the program. AIB apologizes for the inconvenience. The presentations should have been listed as follows:

*Knowledge Development and Exchange in International Business Networks*
Yves Doz, INSEAD

*The Next Generation Global Enterprise: A Speculative Look Ahead*
Anil K. Gupta, University of Maryland Carl F. Fey, Stockholm School of Economics

*The Ambiguous Role of Networks in the Network MNC*
Mats Forsgren, Uppsala University

*Knowledge Governance*
Anna Grandori, Università Bocconi

14. **Session 2.1.1 (pg. 50):**
Paper Rescheduled: "Competition or Cooperation? An Exploratory Study of Cross-border Industry Networks" by Julia L. Lin, I-Shou University, Shin-Chieh Fang, National Cheng Kung University and I-Pin Lu, I-Shou University (moved from Session 3.4.2)

15. **Session 2.1.8 (pg. 52):**
Paper Addition: "The Effects of Multinational Corporations in Emerging Markets: The Relationship between Positive Spillover and Entrepreneurship" by Eric Rhiney, Saint Louis University (late author registration)

16. **Session 2.2.2 (pg. 53):**
Paper Withdrawal: "Antecedents of Variations in Knowledge Flows Across Inter-Unit Dyads Within the Large Multinational Corporation" by Antoaneta Petkova, San Francisco State University and Anil K. Gupta, University of Maryland

17. **Session 2.2.12 (pg. 55):**
Paper Withdrawal: "Resources and Performance of International Joint Ventures in China " by Wu Zhan, University of Sydney, Changsu Kim, Ewha Womans University and M. Krishna Erramilli, Illinois Institute of Technology

18. **Session 2.3.1 (pg. 56):**
Change of Session Chair: Fabrizio Onida, Bocconi University replaces Andrea Goldstein, OECD

19. **Session 2.3.3 (pg. 57):**
Discussant Addition: Grazia D. Santangelo, University of Catania

20. **Session 2.3.8 (pg. 58):**
Paper Withdrawal: "Firm Ownership Internalization and R&D Investment: The Moderating Impact of International Market Expansion" by Yunshi Liu, Tunghai University and Wen-Ting Lin, National Taiwan University

21. **Session 2.3.19 (pg. 58):**
Panelist Addition: Hui Lin, Nanjing University

22. **Session 2.3.14 (pg. 59):**
Updated information for 'UNCTAD Special Session on the World Investment Report (WIR)'':

*Recent Implications of the Evolving FDI from the South*
Chair: Masataka Fujita, UNCTAD

Discussants: John Dunning, Rutgers University and Reading University
Tagi Sagafi-nejad, Texas A&M International University

Panelists: Torbjörn Fredriksson, UNCTAD
Louis Wells, Harvard Business School
Ravi Ramamurti, Northeastern University
Rosalie L. Tung, Simon Fraser University

23. **Session 2.4.11 (pg. 61):**
Paper Withdrawal: "Finance-specific Factors as Drivers of Cross-border Investment, Mergers and Acquisitions" by Jens Forssbaeck, Copenhagen Business School and Lund University, and Lars Oxelheim, Lund University

24. **Session 2.4.12 (pg. 62):**
Paper Withdrawal: "Can CEO Compensation and Power Drive Decisions on the Internationalization of MNCs?" by Chengli Tien, National Taiwan University and Chengmin Chuang, National Taiwan University

25. **Session 2.4.15 (pg. 62):**
Panelist Withdrawal: "Is Outsourcing What's Cracked up to Be or Just a Fad?" by Masaaki Kotabe, Temple University

26. **Session 2.5.2 (pg. 63):**
Co-author Addition: "Global Cities and Multinational Corporation Investment" co-authored by Christian Asmussen, Copenhagen Business School
27. **Session 2.5.6 (pg. 64):**
   Change of Session Chair: Klaus Meyer, University of Bath replaces Heather Berry, University of Pennsylvania

28. **Session 2.5.9 (pg. 65):**
   **Paper Withdrawal:** "Why are Two Heads Better than One? Knowledge Creation and Diverse Composition" by Rebecca Mitchell, University of Newcastle, Brendan Philip Boyle, University of Newcastle, and Stephen Nicholas, University of Newcastle

   **Paper Withdrawal:** "Knowledge Transfer in Multinational Enterprises in China" by Huilin (Sophie) Xiao, University of Newcastle and Ben Tipton, University of Sydney

29. **Session 3.1.2 (pg. 67):**
   **Paper Withdrawal:** "The Economic Impact of Mega Events: A Myth or a Reality? A Longitudinal Study on the Olympic Games" by H.Jim Lo, National Taiwan University

30. **Session 3.1.3 (pg. 67):**
   **Paper Addition:** "The Influence of Country Image on Entry Mode " by Eric Rhiney, Saint Louis University (late author registration)

31. **Session 3.1.6 (pg. 68):**
   **Paper Withdrawal:** "Knowledge Building Trajectories and the Design of Organizational Boundary Spanning Activities" by Dzidziso Samuel Kamuriwo, Cass Business School and Charles Baden-Fuller, Cass Business School

32. **Session 3.1.13 (pg. 71):**
   **Paper Withdrawal:** "Bottom of the Pyramid Strategies of Locals and Multinationals: Knowledge Development and Exchange in International Business Networks" by Joseph Ganitsky, University of Miami

33. **Session 3.2.8 (pg. 74):**
   **Paper Withdrawal:** "Multinational Market Expansion Strategies Characterized by Speed, Scope and Rhythm: The Study of U.S. Motion Pictures" by Shih-Ju Wang, National Taiwan Normal University

34. **Session 3.2.9 (pg. 74):**
   **Paper Withdrawal:** "Does Technological Innovation Matter in Efforts to Build a Top Brand?" by H.Jim Lo, National Taiwan University and Celine Cho, Tamkang University

35. **Session 3.2.11 (pg. 74):**
   **Paper Withdrawal:** "Expatriation Research Through the Knowledge Lens: The Value of Focusing on the Idiosyncratic" by Brendan Philip Boyle, University of Newcastle, Stephen Nicholas, University of Newcastle, and Rebecca Mitchell, University of Newcastle

36. **Session 3.2.12 (pg. 74):**
   **Discussant Withdrawal:** Rakesh Sambharya, Rutgers University

37. **Session 3.2.14 (pg. 75):**
   **Paper Withdrawal:** "Productivity and Labour Demand Effects of Inward and Outward FDI on UK Industry" by Nigel Driffield, Aston University

38. **Session 3.3.1 (pg. 75):**
   **Change of Commentator:** Alan M. Rugman, Indiana University (AIB Past President) replaces Oded Shenkar, Ohio State University (AIB 2007 Program Chair)

39. **Session 3.3.3 (pg. 76):**
   **Co-author Addition:** "A Cross-cultural Investigation of Religious Affiliation Differences in Personal Values across 11 Countries and six Religions" co-authored by Regina Greenwood, Nova Southeastern University

40. **Session 3.4.1 (pg. 79):**
   **Change of Session Chair:** Krishnan Narayanan, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay replaces Seev Hirsch, Tel Aviv University

41. **Session 3.4.3 (pg. 79):**
   **Paper Addition:** "Stakeholders and National Foreign Policy Interests As Determinants of Cross-border Acquisitions " by William Schnep, Florida International University (late author registration)

42. **Correction in ‘Final Program Participant Index’ (pg. 82-96):**
   Lücke, Gundula; University of South Carolina

   Pyo, Min-Chan; Samsung Economic Research Institute